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ABSTRACT

Conversational Aesthetic in Collaborative Practice

I use electronic arts as a form of action research in which art is a means to investigate

shared struggles. Conversation provides the aesthetic foundation and structure of my

work, from video and sound art to interdisciplinary curation. Through exchanges

characterized by multiplicity and spontaneity, my conversational aesthetic invokes

speculation. I aim to create spaces for not-knowing, for the possibility of shifting or

deepening perception, an opening for an unexpected experience or curious thought. The

videos, Flights of Fancy and CASH FREE, interweave real conversations with imagined

ones, suggesting that what is possible emerges in the telling. Colony Collapse Disorder

and Death Jewel Radio broadcast a cacophony of voices and genres to navigate

alternative visions of sustainability and mortality. In Time and Tuning In model dynamic

co-existence sonically. With Habitatings, I put multiple ideas and individuals in space

for a happening-inspired social sculpture. Much of my work has a curatorial dimension

and my curatorial style mirrors the ideas and aesthetic in my work. My desire is to locate

models of art practices in the creation of shared spaces. Through a series of letters to

figures who have influenced me, Conversational Aesthetics in Collaborative Practice

reveals ideas and intentions that inform my projects. It begins with the desire for

exchange, real or imaginary.
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1. Introduction

Emily, your paper reads like a letter written to someone you don’t care about.
István Rév, 19901

In conclusion, 14 Years of Living Art, my champion, my secret one, this is the last time I
will write about you for seven more years. With more space around you, maybe you will
learn to fly on your own. Love and thanks,

Linda M. Montano, 20052

Figure 1: From Blake Riley

12.05.2009

Dear Blake Riley,

This letter is the first in a series that will constitute my MFA thesis. My

epistolary strategy is about choosing a form that reflects my work. It’s about writing

within my practice. The work I have produced, largely in collaboration, over the past two

years of institutional support, includes two installations of sound, In Time, and Tuning

In; two radio series, Colony Collapse Disorder and Death Jewel Radio; two videos,

Cash Free, and Flights of Fancy 3, and three video programs curated for venues in

NYC: Death Jewel Video, TITS, and Facilitate This. All of these projects demonstrate a

conversational aesthetic; additionally, they refer to, present, and/or were birthed from,

particular exchanges. Artful conversations privilege the process of exchange as much as

the ideas. The form and rhythm, the clash, crash, and flow between ideas and

vocabularies is the point. It’s about activating multiple ideas and perspectives in
                                                  
1 In response to a paper written for an undergraduate course in political science at Karl
Marx University, Budapest, Hungary, 1988.
2 Linda Montano, The Letters of Linda M. Montano (New York: Routledge, 2005)
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dynamic, unpredictable co-existence. My art practice is a laboratory of interdisciplinary

concoctions for daily life. Blake, I am writing this one to you because your ways inspire

the integration I am practicing. Your beautiful letters are one way that your living

conveys intention and craft rarely matched in art. You also helped me find the questions

that I brought to the schooling that this text formally concludes.

We were walking. I was confused about what was happening in a series of

Artplant meetings I had called.3 The incredible group of artists had, with multiple leaps

of faith, generated so much inspiring work in the world. And then, faced with the

challenge of developing a domestic space together, the energy had drained from many of

our previously dream-filled faces. Part of this was about the associated content: family,

childhood, and security.4 It also seemed like the process we quickly fell into -- for

meeting and communicating -- was disconnected from our inspired tools and strategies.

We had hit a wall, and the necessary magic was on the other side. You were not

surprised, pointing out that our strengths and vocabularies as artists should guide us in

determining a process in line with the vision. This is how I came to articulate the

questions:

How can we use art-based practices in collective action?

How can we most artfully create the communal spaces that articulate and
move us towards the worlds we want?

These questions shaped the projects of the past two years and inspire all the letters that

follow. The desire for conversation and collaboration is the driving force, and these

letters are written to humans who inspire me. Some of you have collaborated with me in

life and art; all of you are sparkling in constellations I want to expand and transverse.

In a letter, the first-person declaration is organic, and desire is declared for a

particular exchange. With multiple letters I identify and create multiple audiences, and

an incomplete yet finished piece of writing. The question of response makes it

                                                  
3 Artplant was a group of artist who met between 2006 and 2008 to talk about dreams
and possible approaches to joining resources to create a shared home/retreat.
4 My assumption here: a room full of queer humans will hold some “damaged
goods”…anxiety and ambivalence concerning historical precedents. My assumption here
is that all humans in this system of class oppression are replicating, struggling not to
replicate, or shutting down around frank discussions about security and enough-ness.
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incomplete and also active. I am inspired by other artists who have brilliantly wielded

this literary device, including Miranda Mellis, Dodie Bellamy, and Janet Frame. Mellis’

entry for “Epistolary” in Encyclopedia vol. 1, A-E, beginning “Dear Dead,” points with

humor to the relationship between death and the letter, “so how is death treating you?” 5

In the Letters of Mina Harker, Dodie Bellamy liberates the lady (pure…

ravaged…possessed) of Dracula, another epistolary novel.6 Bellamy’s letters were sent

to her posse of beloved writers before the text’s publication. When Janet Frame’s

narrators begin with a formal address, the letter/monologues often contain the highest

concentration of delicious sentences.7   It’s as if they pause, clear the throat, alerting the

reader,  “Now, really listen to this.”  In Letters from Linda M. Montano, Montano writes

to Linda-the-writer, and to her own performance project; her letters are manifestos,

progress reports, interviews, and generous demonstrations of her multiplicity and growth

as a human/artist.8

Letters ritualize the intention to communicate. They are both domestic and

formal, calling forth art/life practices, process-driven, and predicated on exchange.9 My

project here is to be true to my own desire while taking care of the business at hand. I

will write eleven letters to recipients with whom I am hoping to stimulate an exchange.

This is how I work. This is my work, and this is the direction for which it is reaching:

towards and through multiple conversations.

Blake, it makes sense that you are more hands than voice to me (playing the

accordion, writing on and folding paper, stirring soup). I tend to communicate in “real

time” with my voice (phone) and various time-based media. I record conversations so

that I can eventually return to them, extend their original reach and my commitment to

the exchange. You continue to teach me about an unplugged solitary expansion of time,

                                                  
5 Encyclopedia Volume 1 A-E (Providence: Encyclomedia, 2006), 265.
6 Dodie Bellamy, The Letters of Mina Harker (West Stockbridge, MA, 1998)
7 Janet Frame 1924-2004, wrote eleven novels mostly, published by George Brazillier
8 Linda Montano, The Letters of Linda M. Montano (New York: Routledge, 2004)
9 Life/Art Practices refers to a trajectory of blurring the distinction, as well as
approaching life as art practice and bringing life into art, see Linda Montano, Joseph
Beuys, and Alan Kaprow.
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the opportunities of distance, pause, and patient intention, crafting life between

opportunities to dance together live, without mediation.

Loving you,

EE

Blake Riley is a letter writer, bookmaker, letterpress printer, creator of Tap Root
Edition, San Francisco, CA, and my favorite kitchen collaborator.
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2. Biographical

To: EE Miller eehere@gmail.com

Subject: Re: rilke

On Mon, Sep 28, 2009 at 11:28 AM, renee gladman wrote:

"I don't intend to write anymore letters. Why should I tell someone that
I'm changing? If I change, I am no longer the person I was, and if I am
something different than before it is clear that I have no acquaintances.
And it is impossible for me to write to strangers, to people who do not
know me.”

It's from Rilke's Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge. I've been thinking
about the refusal of writing, deciding not to write, because though that
keeps him away from people, in a strange sense it also allows him to keep
them. As long as he doesn't alert them of his change, then, in some way,
he gets to remain himself.10

09.13. 2009

Dear Renee Gladman:

 Your writing excites me, stirring the desire to make, record, read, and edit,

especially to edit image and sound. I love To After That (Toaf), your memoir of the

writing of a novel.11 You write so engagingly about what you call the “problems of

writing and living.” That the relationship at the heart of these efforts is with a failed text

is genius. The writer in your memoir sets out determinedly to write a novel – not to

experiment with the writing of the novel. I’m thinking about how I have been

categorizing nearly all of my work during the past two years as “experiments.” Built into

that label is the declaration of a willingness to fail, or at least to find myself in an

unexpected or undesired destination. For me, this is a necessary condition or ethic in

collaborative projects, where dynamic engagements supersede individual expression and

aesthetic. Process-driven experiments suit me as collaborator. This text is a rare moment

of solitary making, and (yet) I am choosing a form that points to many others figures and

relationships. I am aiming here to create something that functions as, without becoming

                                                  
10 From an email exchange with Renee Gladman, September, 2009.
11 Gladman, Renee, To After That (Toaf) (Berkeley: Atelos, 2008)
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an academic text. I am also writing you a letter about my philosophy of history and of

naming. Ultimately, whether I am writing to you or anybody/no-one-in-particular, or

unidentified authorities, I must write about my work. Me.

Categorical

I was named Emily Eliot Miller. The story goes that I was named after a dear

friend of my mother’s who, shortly thereafter, “became” a lesbian, left her husband and

disappeared from my mom’s life. It was originally told to me before I “became” a

lesbian and it seemed at that time to hold a bitter explanation for my mom’s loss. This

Emily, after whom I was named, painted. I don’t know if she called herself a painter or if

she continued to paint as a lesbian.  I have seen a drawing she gave my mother and read

the inscription, which escapes my memory. This is information that is forgotten but still

accessible.

My middle name is Eliot, which is the name and particular spelling of my

mother’s father’s.  This man was wealthy, powerful within his family, and charming to

many. I mostly felt uncomfortable around him. I associate this now with early memories

of feeling femaled.12 I also sensed that I owed him something, even before I became

aware of the impact of his money on my mother’s lifestyle and my education. Two out

of six of his grandchildren were given his name, both had vaginas and neither

particularly liked being around him. My cousin’s parents altered the spelling of his name

for their daughter.  Elliotte, when forced to wear a dress, would walk around with the

dress pulled over her head, revealing the shorts underneath. She did not become a

lesbian, but she is divorced.

Once, having learned that people who are Jewish don’t name their offspring after

the living, I asked my mother about this. “I didn’t name you after your grandfather,” she

said. “I named you after a woman who loved him so much that she changed her name to

his.” It did not occur to me at the time to ask if this woman was alive or dead. I think she

was alive when I was given her name, and is currently dead. I don’t know if she was

                                                  
12 The experience of being femaled is one of feeling aggressively associated with gender
roles assigned to humans perceived to be female. It is social control veiled as a response
to nature.
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Jewish. I am alive and Jewish. So is my mother and Elliotte, according to most, but not

all, people. My Grandfather seemed to enjoy my having his name, and when he sent me

cards in the mail, which usually contained checks, he addressed them to EE Miller.

When I started making videos with my grandfather’s deceased wife, I used “EE

Miller” in the credits, though I continued to introduce myself as “Emily.” The art name

emerged effortlessly and introduced a potentially genderless persona into the mix. EE

Miller published a sound piece featuring the voice of Eliot’s deceased wife’s sister, who

was also dead.13 When I credit these collaborators, I include their mother’s fathers name

name, which is Worms.14

Aimee Louise Worms Hirshberg

                    Gladys Worms Natchez

Figure 2: Flights of Fancy

All of my video and audio work can be traced back to these two sisters, Gladys

and Aimee. I began to write in 1992 upon discovering Aimee’s scrapbooks and photo

albums from the 1920s and 30s. This was long before I knew about all the films she

made and edited. I called the collage of photos and words a “fictional biography.” The

piece posited longing and absence as powerful generators, and also considered the uses

and abuses of history as a discipline. Privately I was transforming a painful and over-

determined representation into my own mythology, full of mystery and possibility. I

preferred using the photos Aimee took to the ones of her and was eager to “discover” the

                                                  
13 http://www.lttr.org/journal/2 (last accessed 11/11/09).
14 come call this “maiden.”
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stories she might have been telling with her arrangement of the photographs she shot and

labeled.       

Figure 3:  Aimee's Scrapbook, 1927

In 1994, Aimee’s sister Gladys bought me my first audio recorder so that I could

interview her before she ended her life, which was increasingly intolerable to her as she

slipped into dementia. I had joined a queer oral history project and was volunteering in a

day program for people with Alzheimer’s. I supported myself helping a man write his

romantically embellished memoirs about escaping Germany during WWII, and

providing home care for a woman with Multiple Sclerosis. I was thinking about self-

determination, memory, and the various functions of storytelling.

I preferred listening to recordings over reading transcriptions, and cross-genre

exchanges to the disciplinary realms. I became excited about the function of ritualized

conversation and collaborative storytelling. Multi-voiced stories challenge the authority

that has made history such a powerful weapon of control and domination since its

inception.15 My aesthetic resists linear narratives and clarity of genre (convention

disguised as nature). Nothing is more powerful than that which is seen as “natural.” No

explanation is needed, no agenda or consequence worth resisting: this is just how it is:

how history is written, what kinds of stories “make sense,” voice over/sync sound/color

correction. I love the way you de-familiarize in your writing. It becomes strange and

                                                  
15 (That’s her territory; she’s always owned it.)
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curious how we create and live simultaneously, how we communicate and process

information…how we walk through a city. Renee, I would love to hear your thoughts

about genre and biography. I would also like to talk to you about sound and architecture:

how does your investigation of “the city,” relate to the sonic?  Have you listened to the

recordings I made for you in the Berlin subways? I want to know how you relate your

investigations and texts to ideas about research.

2.1  Artful Queries

In 1998, when I moved to a new city, I interviewed all the people I knew with

diagnosed and pharmaceutically treated depression. It was an attempt to investigate how

the diagnosis and the drug might affect both the body and the sense of oneself as a body.

This was an effort made in lieu of taking medication that I feared I needed. This was also

an early form of action research, before it existed in my consciousness. 16 I learned about

Action Research later that year in a qualitative research methods class I took as part of a

certificate in Disability Studies. I was in a graduate program for public history, and my

assistantship required me to take a series of courses in this young, interdisciplinary field

of study.  I also spent significant amounts of time studying criminal justice alongside

people who were locked up in a city jail and a maximum-security state prison.17 All the

important endeavors involved ritualized conversation. I call it ritualized because a

recorded conversation is not the same as one that occurs without capture. We agree that

this conversation is important to some purpose and that it will be preserved. The

presence of the recorder affects how we interact. Letters written to be published as a

master’s thesis share a similar condition and opportunity. The condition is one of being

mediated by an impossibly more powerful current. The opportunity is to reveal, expose,
                                                  
16 “Action research is a reflective process of progressive problem solving led by
individuals working with others in teams or as part of a "community of practice" to
improve the way they address issues and solve problems. Action research can also be
undertaken by larger organizations or institutions, assisted or guided by professional
researchers, with the aim of improving their strategies, practices, and knowledge of the
environments within which they practice. As designers and stakeholders, researchers
work with others to propose a new course of action to help their community improve its
work practices” from  The Center for Collaborative Action Research’s website:
http://cadres.pepperdine.edu/ccar/  (last accessed 11/11/09).
17 Inside/Out Prison Exchange Program, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA.
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and worry an interaction that cannot be naturalized.18 I recorded many of these

conversations, and my archive continued to expand in content and format: analogue

cassette, DAT, minidisk, Flash….queer history, life history and suicide, self-

determination, depression, incarceration and ideas about justice. A map of concepts of

concern to me, recorded often without a particular product in mind. This archive

represents my dreams of collective possibilities, unpredictable fruitful exchanges across

differences of experience, language and medium.

When I refer to my current projects as “action research,” what I mean is that I am

investigating a “problem,” usually in conversation with others who share this problem

with me. In other words, I am neither neutral nor objective in relation to the problem: it’s

mine; and the purpose of the research is to instigate change. This idea, constantly under

attack, and defended ad nauseum in the social sciences, can be a foundational concept in

an art practice. As an artist, I am not expected to pretend that my work is an apolitical

pursuit of knowledge for its own sake nor that my experience in the world is irrelevant. I

am expected to stimulate experience and perception. What a relief to finally get down to

business.

Colony Collapse Disorder, a radio series C. Ryder Cooley and I created together,

was the first project I referred to as action research. We were diagnosing ourselves with

the condition with which the bees had been labeled. We were identifying with a

collapsing, a variety of conditions and obstacles preventing our own sustainability, and

we were fantasizing about abandoning our habitats for something better. We were

looking for artful ways of examining these problems with other humans, scouting and

foraging for alternatives. Ryder and I dreamed about new vocabularies. I notice, Renee,

that you have created one that you seem to be continually discovering.19 I wrestle with

naming, choosing a discipline, identifying my genre or gender, and with contextualizing

what I make. I aim to create spaces for not-knowing, for the possibility of shifting or

deepening perception, an opening for an unexpected experience or thought. Despite

                                                  
18 context, relationship, and power are all crucial elements in this process.
19 In an endnote from  Gladman’s The Ravickians, “ It is impossible to render this
question accurately in English. Amini wrote, “Djeya tel brocar te ylls?” which literally
means, “How has your district met you?” A customary sentence used to acknowledge
the Ravickian attachment to a sense of place.”
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many experiences of failure – where the ambiguity or not-knowing distracts my

audience and they stop listening--I continue to dig in my heels. The co-existence of

multiple and often conflicting stories is demanding. As a viewer/listener, I am inspired

by work that has confidence in my ability to make sense of it for myself.

                                       Figure 4: Colony Collapse Disorder

2.2  Queer Extra-Disciplinary

While interviewing the filmmaker Leonard Retel Helmrich for Colony Collapse

Disorder, I remembered Vincent Monnikendam’s Mother Dao the Turtlelike, a film that

made a huge impression on me around the time Gladys bought me that tape recorder.

Here is the director’s statement about the film:

More than 260,000 meters of 35mm documentary nitrate film footage
from the Dutch film archives served as the source material for this
documentary. In a span of ninety minutes the film aims to show how the
Netherlands administered its colony as a colonial enterprise and what the
relations were like at the time. The usual commentary has been omitted
and in its place poems and songs in Bahasa Indonesia have been included
in a digital sound composition.20

I was mesmerized by this film. I don’t think that I had ever seen so much archival

footage without a narrator explaining it to me. I understood that I was watching a record

                                                  
20 http://www.yidff.jp/97/cat045/97c048-e.html (last accessed 11/11/2009).
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of colonial exploitation as filmed by the colonizer. I understood that I was also watching

landscapes and culture just before they were destroyed or changed. There was a space

for me to “read the footage,” to react to the images and consider the act of shooting it

and the relationship between the humans behind and in front of the camera, and the

changing landscape. In a uniquely creative approach to documentary, Monnikendam

paired primary material produced by one culture with a translation of another culture’s

mythology embedded within a composed sound design. His interpretation is both

transparent and open.  Long before the “reality” invasion, I was raging at the pretensions

of verité and it was the theory and works of Trinh T. Minh-Ha that caught my ear:

Truth, even when “caught on the run,” does not yield itself either in
names or in (filmic) frames; and meaning should be prevented from
coming to closure at what is said and what is shown. Truth and meaning:
the two are likely to be equated with one another. Yet, what is put forth as
truth is often nothing more than a meaning. And what persists between
the meaning of something and its truth is the interval, a break without
which meaning would be fixed and truth congealed. 21

Documentarians who created with a measure of reflexivity along with unveiled and

unapologetic aesthetic choices and interpretations were my heroes. The writers who

beguile me shape new word spaces and silence…their sentence trumps the story. I am

still in love with the experience of creating and interpreting relationships between what

is seen and what is heard. I increasingly chart the functions of a limited number of

narratives across documentary and fiction, memoir and novel, and scheme ways to

expand or disrupt narrative tropes and conventions of genre (progress, decline, small acts

of resistance, transformation...).

I think I have been most successful at creating generous generative spaces as a

curator. I recently heard Larry Rinder refer to Nayland Blake’s style of curating as

surreal, which spoke to me and the way I like to put various works in conversation with

each other.22  The connections and direction of the engagement unfold rather than being

predetermined. A vision of dynamic and often curious interaction motivates the creation

of space for this unfolding. This idea is foundational in all of my work as a curatorial
                                                  
21 Trinh T. Minh-Ha, When the Moon Waxes Red (New York: Routledge, 1991), 30.
22 http://badatsports.com/2009/episode-207-larry-rinder-part-deux/, (last accessed
11/11/2009)
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artist. My upcoming thesis event, Habitatings, is a curatorial happening unlike anything

I have done before as art. It will be contextualized by my video and sound work that is

on view before the activities begin. This gesture firmly situates my curatorial practice

within my art practice. The issues of authorship and exchange will be highlighted as a

central theme rather than pointed to as a problem or disciplinary failure.

Renee, you are a writer who also publishes. How has the work that you have

brought into this world as a publisher affected how you, or others, read your own work?

You have not experienced most of the work that I have produced while receiving the

institutional support for which you recommended me.  In a week, I hope you will come

here and have the opportunity to see and hear it. If you come, you will be curated in my

audience-free social sculpture. 23 I am prepared for your resistance to my demand that

you create a participatory activity. I look forward to our negotiations.24

Fondly,

Emily Eliot

Renee Gladman’s books include Arlem, Not Right Now, Juice The Activist, A Picture
Feeling, Newcomer Can't Swim, and To After That (Toaf). Since 2004, she has been the
editor and publisher of Leon Works, a perfectbound series of books for experimental
prose. She is a Professor at Brown University.

                                                  
23 Social Sculpture is a term introduced by Joseph Beuys, reconceptualizes society as a
work of art and every human as an artist. What follows from this is a universal
responsibility to participate in the sculpting. Volker Harlan, ‘What is Art’ – A
Conversation with Joseph Beuys (Forest Row: Clairview Books, 2004.)
24 From Renee Gladman, an email sent September 19:
I'm excited by your letters. Thanks for sending. I want to hear more--not so much about
me but you. I like to trace your thinking in the EE Miller part. I want to have a dj room.
Is this possible? I'd like to have a couple of sets: to start by spinning a few tunes, want to
create a glitch atmosphere; then let everybody else do their round table dj-ing. These
are my thoughts this morning. r
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3. Video: Conversation As Structure

3.1  Flights of Fancy

After Edward had read the letter he found an envelope, retyped the
address, and resealed the letter… In their use of words they appeared
only as dull patched souls caked with the footprints of an extinct
education in grammar and written expression; prints made so long
ago that any real lark-feelings, the outpourings of genuine family
affection, were satisfied to build their nests in the ready-made hollows,
and never to abandon them for the sky and the true place of their
singing.

Janet Frame, Scented Gardens for the Blind25

February 16, 2009

Dear Aimee (Louise) Hirshberg, née Worms,

I have collaborated with you for twice as long as you were my living

grandmother. Changing my association with you from granddaughter to collaborator was

easier than I imagined when I took it up, having no memories of you, only stories that at

a certain point I could no longer tolerate without an antidote. When I learned of and got

access to your photos, and then films, I imagined that I would be rewriting you in

opposition to the toxic, pain-filled narratives I received from your daughter and sister: an

evidence-to-the-contrary narrative. What eventually emerged was something far more

satisfying, labored, and generative. Receding is the bad mother / betrayed wife because

you are now vigorously present, behind the camera and at your editing station in the

basement.

Please note: I do qualify our collaboration by calling it involuntary and
posthumous, as opportunities expand to put your name as co-creator in
festival catalogs, and Art in America. I imagine this would please you. I
have no idea.26

I started making because of what you left behind.

No. I used what you left behind to start making.

                                                  
25 Janet Frame, Scented Gardens for the Blind (London: WH Allen, 1963)
26http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-opinion/conversations/2009-07-
30/canada-gallery-film-screening/ (Last accessed 11/11/09)
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Flights of Fancy, our ongoing project, is a fictional biography with you as the

subject.  People are heard talking about you as we look through your eyes, mostly at

birds. You do not appear but provide all the visual landscape. I point to the impossibility

of a single coherent life, yours, to articulate a philosophy of history, mine. There is no

authoritative voice, only evidence to interpret, a chorus of interpretations. You traveled

to these places and chose to record these images; you rarely shot humans; you spent a lot

of time labeling, cutting, taping film, and designing and creating titles. I am the voice of

authority and I privilege multiple-voiced, contradictory narratives.

I have interviewed members of your family and a few others who knew you, a

rapidly dwindling population.  There are three things I ask of them:

1. Tell me about Aimee. Describe your memories of her.

2. Tell me how stories about her have functioned in your life and your family.

3. What do you think about the idea of “working through,” or the idea that telling

stories about the past is healing.27

There is an unstated religion amongst nearly all of your living descendants that

explaining ourselves through historical narratives is transformative: I am this way

because these things happened to me and being able to articulate this is a sign of

personal transcendence. This parallels the cliché about the function of history:

understanding the past so as not to repeat it. My life experience and studies of history

have made me skeptical of this idea. While I am a passionate consumer of these

narratives and a believer in the value of bringing things to consciousness through

conversation, I draw the line at equating this process with higher powers or better

behavior. The latest in the series, Flights of Fancy 3, pairs your footage with a 2004

interview with Catherine Grandsard, your eldest granddaughter. From your footage, I

created a montage of the titles you made to identify the birds, using letters on windows,

various fonts and photographs.

                                                  
27 Freud introduced the concept of “Working Through” in 1914, referring to the work of
the patient in psychoanalysis. It is two-part: recognition and then the working through/
healing. It seems to me that if the two steps were distinct originally, they have been
conflated. See Concepts: IX. Working Through, SANDLER et al. The British Journal of
Psychiatry.1970; 117: 617-621. doi: 10.1192/bjp.117.541.617.
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                                               Figure 5: stills from Flights of Fancy 3

In the film, Catherine is talking about the relationship between the living and the

dead, which came up when we were talking about your continued presence in the family.

She is an ethno-psychologist who offers ritual alternatives to talk therapy as working

through. She believes that many of the problems in our family come from your not

having been buried properly, according to Jewish law. Rituals trump explaining when

the dead are interfering. As we hear Catherine’s anthropological description of the

practice of destroying everything belonging to the dead, we see the labels you made for

creatures long gone and possibly extinct.

Your youngest child and only son died this year of cancer. After he was

diagnosed, and against the wishes of his daughter (your youngest grandchild) he sold the

property where your ashes were scattered in 1974. I dug up some of that dirt from the

garden and have been carrying it around with me during this transitory period of my life.

I have embedded you in every studio and installation. It’s a necessary reminder to me:

my story is no more you than this dirt is, than anyone else’s story is. You are not my

mother’s mother. You are an accomplished artist. You are my collaborator. I made of

you what I needed, and what you left behind is a well of inspiration, material for infinite

creative possibilities.

Sincerely,

Emily Eliot Miller
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Figure 6: Flights of Fancy

Aimee Louise Worms Hirshberg (1906-1973) shot 15,000 feet of super 8 film, with few
human appearances.  She traveled internationally on bird-watching expeditions, and
edited the footage she shot in the basement of her large suburban home in Westchester
County, NY. AWH’s involuntary and posthumous collaborations with EE Miller have
screened at MIX-NYC, the MadCat Film Festival, and Canada Gallery.

3.2  CASH FREE: Between Documentary and Fantasy

                                   Figure 7: Bernadine Mellis as Ferdie
It seems like there’s a lot of energy and a lot of creativity but what we lack is a
lightening rod.  We don’t exactly have our plan and we haven’t been able to
consense on any of the proposals that have come up so far. I just want to review
the recent props…there’s obviously the idea that we would incorporate as a non-
profit and that we would get grants to put a down payment on land. I think there
are some obvious problems with that, the main one being: how do we make the
payments? Is that just going to embroil us all in more day jobs, which is exactly
what we are trying to avoid. Are we going to be stuck in this money economy
forever  Or, is there some way that we can… pole vault ourselves out of it?

Ferdie
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11.19.2009

Dear Reader:

The CASH FREE project, a 20-minute video and supplementary zine, contains

elements of documentary, fantasy, and improvisation and involved a dynamic array of

collaborations and shared authorship. It was created in conversation with Bernadine

Mellis, structured by an improvised fictional meeting, and infused with the content of a

real one. Generous participants agreed to be filmed discussing their ideas, improvising

from ours, and performing a challenging combination of the two. For me, the project was

fueled by a desire for queer communal alternatives to domestic coupling and private

property. Despite the dismal track record of the idealized family unit, fierce resistance to

domestic and economic alternatives dominates even outside of the heterosexual

mainstream. I approached Cash Free as action research for the project of collective nest-

making. In this case, I am one in a group of artists that has met a few times to talk about

how to create a space together for living and art making.

                                      Figure 8: The Collective
How would approaching this as a collaborative installation affect the tools we use and

the energy we bring to it?

What if the meeting itself was approached as a performance or process piece?
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Figure 9: Dean Spade and Juanita Nelson

In the movie, three scenes exist in a conversational weave: the meeting of a

fictional collective, a former member’s confessional, and a real conversation between

two activists.

The Improvisation

Bernadine and I decided to fictionalize the artist collective and to present it with

a fanciful scheme for success. If real participants in this conversation about creating a

commune were invited to play fictional characters and were presented with a slightly

off-the-wall idea, what would happen? The group of artists, playing a group of artists

having a meeting, have been in “real” meetings together. Their fictional characters had

names and mottos, and they were invited to change and expand the roles to make them

more generative. They were also each asked to bring an activity to lead with the group.

The Collective’s meeting was performed in response to the televised proposal, which we

screened for them at the beginning of the shoot.
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The Conversation

I facilitated a conversation between Dean Spade and Juanita Nelson, two thinkers

and activists who inspire and challenge me with their ideas and attempts to create the

worlds they envision. I thought Dean and Juanita would enjoy meeting each other and

that their conversation would enrich the project. I saw many shared desires between

Dean and Juanita: to dismantle the extreme inequity of global economics, to enact their

values in their daily life choices; and also, significantly different strategies to address

their concerns. Juanita has absolutely rejected the state by becoming a tax refuser and

homesteader, largely withdrawn from an economy that she sees as producing endless

war and poverty. Juanita advocates and models this individual solution of living as close

to how the world should be—if resources were distributed equitably and humans and

their labors were equally valued.

I am concerned to strive for a coherent, integrated life. So that the
way I live and get my living might be the clearest statement I can
make of my belief in non-violence. So that my day-to-day relations
might be an expression of my desire for a world of reason, sharing,
and creativity.28

Juanita refuses to recognize money as any kind of solution and demonstrates every day,

with passion and humor, imperfect attempts to live ethically. Dean, on the other hand, is

                                                  
28 Juanita Nelson, A Matter of Freedom and other Writing, (San Francisco: Peace and
Gladness Press,1988), 67.
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actively engaged within the system as a means to assist and empower its most aggrieved

victims who are struggling right now. Dean wants to transform the economic system,

and he works within it to redistribute power as much as possible. He worries that

privatized solutions (from tax refusal to private disaster insurance) that give up on the

state will abandon those who are most vulnerable:

Do you go through the state, and try to make the state, with all of its
faults, the kind of welfare state and re-distributor of risk and wealth
that we want and hope it could be?  Or do you give up on that project
and just try to find ways to actually keep the wealth away from the
state, and to redistribute it in smaller groups? The possibility and the
fear is of exclusion…that it will be a bunch of people who have a
certain kind of access, who end up sharing that autonomous space or
program or pot of shared risk and wealth. … how could we make it
incentivized or desirous, to throw your towel in with everybody else
instead of trying to get out of the ring and save your family.29

 Dean founded a non-profit, teaches at a state university, travels between large cities, and

publicly navigates the conflicts that arise between these choices and his ideals. I got

together with Dean in San Francisco and recorded our conversation about wealth

redistribution and labor. I gave a transcript of our conversation to Juanita, my neighbor

and friend in Western Massachusetts.

EE: What is it that you envision when you introduce that concept of
redistribution.  It suggests a mal-distribution, a wrong distribution…
outside of these familiar categories that make that sort of seem
impossible, or demonize it as scary, fascistic, communistic, kind of --
maybe an impossibility or a myth…

SPADE: Most of the time when we're talking about any social
movement, we actually are seeking the redistribution of something;
jobs or land or money, but it's not always called that.  It's called some
kind of “rights” or something, and that suggests that something
inheres to the person or to the group. The idea of redistribution is
about a systemic shift, and it incorporates large scale things like
taxation and drawing up national boundaries, and it also requires us to
think about, “what would I lose or gain?”  It's very personal thing,
if things were as I think they should be, whatever that is, whatever
you believe in, what would I have?

                                                  
29 EE Miller interview with Dean Spade for Colony Collapse Disorder, December, 2007.
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Always up for a conversation about economics, Juanita generously participated

because she was interested in Dean’s ideas. He had participated in discussions about

creating space together and was in Massachusetts to present at a Reproductive Justice

conference. Dean’s and Juanita’s conversation took place in the spring of 2007.

Bernadine and I shot their conversation with little interrupting and directing. We valued

the experiences the project facilitated in-the-making; the spontaneity and flow of their

interaction was as important to the project as the recorded material available to us for the

final video.

In Conversation

It is in the group’s improvised scenes that the contrast between the process and

finished film is most striking. Though the group did respond to the proposal, we used

only the non-verbal exchanges and stylized portraits. The silence of the group as we

listen with them to part of Ferdie’s proposal provides the space for viewers to consider

the ideas expressed by Dean and Juanita in relation to the group and the proposal. My

intention in the edit was to encourage speculation about collective process in relation to

its goals and proposed action. My work has often mixed documentary and fiction but

never in this way, using the conventions of video documentary and theater.30 I wanted

Dean’s and Juanita’s ideas to enter into the group scenes but I didn’t want them to over-

determine the interpretation. I want the strange meeting to stimulate curiosity but not to

detract from the seriousness of the issues discussed in the “real” conversation. The

structure invites viewers to reconcile the radical choices expressed by Dean and Juanita

with the fantasies and fears embodied in the group. Together, how might they navigate

their desires in relation to the world and each other?

                                                  
30 In fact, I had proclaimed my intention “never to shoot.” My video manifesto included
resistance to the creation of new images, only sounds.
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                                                  Figure 10:  Collective Exchanges

The Cash Free video emerged from series of experiments, without script or a

clear sense of the form or shape of the desired product. The choices we made were

driven by questions and the desire to explore them with the humans who appear. All who

participated contributed that generous leap of faith. I imagine they did so for the same

reason that I was excited to devote myself to an experiment that I knew might not

produce a successful art object: The issues we are engaging and the humans struggling

with them are essential to me. For the zine, I asked each of the participants to contribute

art in any printable genre that responds to the video or the experience of making it.

Inside are essay, fiction, transcript, and visual art. The Cash Free project stimulates and

expands conversation about sustainable artful living, the individual negotiating the

group, and tension between public and private solutions to these challenges.

EE Miller

 Figure 11: Cash Free: Zine Contents

EE Miller Introduction
Andrea Lawlor Why I’m not an Actor
Naima Lowe Dear EE
Miranda Mellis BOXSTEP
Juanita Nelson The Price of Green Beans
Jean Smith Dear EE
Mecca Normal 1922
Xylor Jane 366 Leap Year Calendar

Welcome to Artplant
Dean Spade Critical Desire
Ryder Cooley Artplant
EE Miller Security and Property
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Character and Improvisation

At first I thought -- oh no -- I can see acting. It looks like a doc but they are acting -- oh
dear. And then the gleeful, yet slightly embarrassed re-assessment as I understood that I
was seeing a construction of humor in combination with gentle revelations about
individuals trying to get something to happen -- the weird paradox of needing CASH to
exit CASH-driven society.

Jean Smith, excerpt from email, August 10, 2009

Figure 12: Miranda Mellis as Curly Turnbuckle

Dear Curly Turnbuckle:

Often you are my favorite character in Cash Free, which is no big surprise, given

your provenance. You were improvised into being by Miranda Mellis, an artist whose

works have inspired and delighted me for over a decade. I love you because I relate to

your desire and your disappointment: I roll my eyes at you and I cheer you on. This

multiplicity of experience is what I aimed for with Cash Free, a variety of possible

interpretations and many ways to enter. These are the ingredients for productive

conversations about complicated issues of great importance.

Your brilliant clown has a satiric element that carries into the group scenes for

some viewers.   Am I making fun of the group or its project?

Am I disrespecting the important ideas presented by Dean Spade and Juanita Nelson by
interrupting them with the tying of knots?

I love all the characters and I am deeply invested in the group and their project. My

intention was to deliver a variety of ways for viewers with different experiences with
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collective efforts and radical politics to enter into the conversation. Those who identify

most with your utopian solitude must contend, in the end, with your enthusiastic

recommitment to the group. You deliver a couple of angles on the challenges that

individuals experience when working in groups, and vice versa. In my favorite sequence,

Dean and Juanita are delineating a tension between long and short-term goals. What’s

the best way to build a new system? Cut to the collective gesturing…what? shared

frustration and tension? or perhaps some technique they use at meetings to get the juices

rolling or to build consensus?  And finally, you confess how easy it is to criticize from a

position of conditional commitment and partial faith.

Before, I kind of had a back door…I was bringing ideas, but part of me
was like, “this is never gonna to happen.” I mean, part of me was like,
“this is going to happen, and if it happens, I’ll be part of it.” And part of
me was like, “if it doesn’t happen, I wont be part of it.”

The video asks viewers to consider these ideas in relation to one another, to make sense of the

three scenes as part of a larger conversation, and to join in.

What’s more crazy: creating a commune, giving your money away, not paying taxes, or
impersonating rich people?

Curly, I’m not sure how your solitary utopia is working out for you and what exactly

motivates you to struggle through the frustrations of collaborating with the group… but I want

you there. I need you and your chart.

Respectfully yours,

EE Miller

Curly Turnbuckle made herself up out of air–a gust that moved from high to low
pressure. She hails from above magma, tectonic plateau. She has 360 degrees and
centrifugal force. 

Miranda Mellis is the author of The Revisionist (Calamari Press) and Materialisms
(Portable Press at Yo Yo Labs (forthcoming). She is an editor at The Encyclopedia
Project. Her various writings appear variously, most recently in The Believer and
Sidebrow.
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4. Sound in Space

Perhaps it is only a case of apparent differences between two
perspectives, which are in fact equally adequately directed upon
different objects. I do not mean to suggest that acoustic and optical
perception are equally susceptible to revolutionary transformation.

Walter Benjamin to Thedore Adorno31

You are absolutely right that lamenting the conditions of the present
is quite fruitless, although I would also add that the perspective of the
philosophy of history currently prohibits any attempt at ‘salvation’
anyway. The only possible question we must pose now, so it seems to
me, is an experimental one: what will become of human beings and
their capacity for aesthetic perception when they are fully exposed to
the conditions of monopoly capitalism?

Thedore Adorno to Walter Benjamin32

4.1  Sounding Progress

06.19.09

Dear Natalie Murrah

You were my first mentor in “electronic arts.” You taught me how to reduce the

noise that interfered with the ability to hear the voices I was recording, and you

introduced me to the idea of noise, fantastic and under-appreciated sounds all around me.

I developed my documentary ethic in conversation with you, and a measured embrace of

the possibilities emerging with new technologies.

New technologies seem to inspire a repetition of narrative streams and tensions,

characterized by extreme fear and fantasy. A small group of theorists, divided by their

predilections for nostalgia (depression) or progress (mania) forecast the revolutionary

promises and amplified dangers of new media. Perhaps this is a simplistic diminishing,

failing to recognize the acknowledgment of the other within both ends of the

conversation. That Theodore Adorno was more elitist (and survived) and Walter

                                                  
31 Walter Benjamin to Theodor W. Adorno, 9 December 1938, in The Complete
Correspondence, 1928-1940, ed. Henri Lonitz (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1999), 289.
32 Theodor W. Adorno to Walter Benjamin, 1 February 1939, in The Complete
Correspondence, 1928-1940, ed. Henri Lonitz (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1999), 305-306.
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Benjamin hopeful in his despair is less significant than the fact that the two were in

intimate conversation with each other.

What kinds of visions, what kinds of conversations are possible in the
face of failure and destruction?

This question is being asked from the perspective of significant global privilege and

localized marginalization.33 Where to find models of art-based practices that have

envisioned and created spaces for ethical, sustainable living and art-making, outside of

the private island realms of academy and estate?

My desire is to locate models of art practices in the creation of shared spaces.  I

begin this search with a virtual model, a recycled medium, a location that is everywhere

and nowhere, with a strong history of housing the extreme utopian/dystopic.  In

contemporary radio-land the primary aesthetic tension is a struggle between form and

content, revealing a tendency to hear radio as simply a method of delivery. Hopes are

often connected to visions of expanded participatory democracy (more information/

more voices) although they can also rest exclusively in the frontiers of avant-garde form

buried under market forces. Radio provides space for reaching the dead and the far away

future, removed from the dominance of the visual world as well as inconvenient

limitations of time and space. Radio has inspired the reworking of my manifesto:

1) Practices create spaces embracing both maintenance and development.34

2) Witnessing destruction and re-envisioning futures and pasts.

3) Recycled time, technologies, and tools

4) Converting space, pirating the privately owned.

Frances Dyson’s article “The Genealogy of the Radio Voice” excavates the origins of

the radio voice to challenge its conventional manifestation as masculine, monolithic, and

authoritarian.35 This feminist historicizing attempts to create space for a more radical

form. Dyson’s formal expression challenges (in content) and replicates (in form) the

singular voice of authority. The vision for radio that sounds like, but not how, Dyson
                                                  
33 See capitalism, internalized racial inferiority/superiority, structural racism,
homophobia, sexism…
34http://www.feldmangallery.com/media/pdfs/Ukeles_MANIFESTO.pdf
35Augaitis, Daina, and Dan Lander, eds., Radio Rethink: Art, Sound and Transmission
(Banff: Walter Philips Gallery, 1994).
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describes it; alongside Carola Morales36 testifying about finding the voices of the dead

(men) in the static between stations37; while Mary Daly time travels and broadcasts a

radical critique of her 1998 from 2048.38  Hear a space for elders, dead and alive,

interrupting, contradicting, and imagining a future retuning.

My proposal here is to focus not on the

body of language, the grain of the voice,

but on the sound, to focus not so much on

the reinvigoration of absence—the

forgotten half of the presence/absence

dichotomy—not on its origin in the shift

from a philosophy of ‘becoming’ …

 The saying is the presence of many voices,

conversational rather than informational

radio, the presentation of rumor rather

than39

There’s a lot we can learn from the aged,

Those who can pull us ahead

but not nearly as much as we can learn

from the dead, or

maybe our Foresisters of the Future

 That can attract our Future Fore sisters,

       doll makers and deviants,

who will receive the

 philosophers and fakes,

Memories of the future40

On paper you can still read multiple voices as distinct parts. In sound, I rarely produced

layered narratives like the collage above. On the radio, I tend to allow each idea, its moment

to be heard in full. It is the mixing of multiple angles, documentary, fiction, abstract art and

reportage on the same themes that creates cacophonous exchanges.

                                                  
36 Morales is a member of the American Association of Broadcast Voice Phenomena
(AABVP), which believes that the dead speak to us in between channels on the radio.
33Strauss, Neil, ed., Radiotext(e) (New York: Semiotext(e), 1993).
34 Mary Daly, QUINTESSENCE…REALIZING THE ARCHAIC FUTURE: A Radical
Elemental Feminist Manifesto (Boston: Beacon Press, 1998).
39 Frances Dyson. Augaitis, Daina, and Dan Lander, eds., Radio Rethink: Art, Sound and
Transmission. (Banff: Walter Philips Gallery, 1994).
40Daly, 55.
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Colony Collapse Disorder

I created Colony Collapse Disorder with C. Ryder Cooley in 2008.41 We put out a

call with a detailed list of themes to choose from, all framed by utopian concepts circulating

between humans and bees. Here’s an excerpt:

Ryder Cooley and EE Miller are launching a radio series. Resonating
around a mysterious bee condition called Colony Collapse Disorder,
this series will traverse the buzzing and despair of multiple
displacements and increasingly hazardous environments. As buzz
facilitators we are foraging for nectars and locating the necessary
visions and tools for imagining a sustainable hive.
Please cater your recordings to fit one of our seven themes listed
below. We invite commentary about current events & politics as well
as topics of historical relevance in a variety of possible forms from
journalism to fiction. Please engage with any of these concepts,
created by human observations, and projections onto, bee culture.

Labor 1: SUPERSISTERS
worker bees do not breed; they raise their sisters
SUGGESTED TOPICS: social structure/reproduction, domestic
labor, alternative forms of reproduction and child nurturing,
foulbrood, good queen / bad queen, democracies/collectives,
monarchies/matriarchies.

And here is what we programmed for the Supersisters show:

CCD2: Supersister! On Labor, Gender, and Reproduction
• For Me To Say, Frida Hyvomen, from Esopus #8: Spam
• Femme, Isabelle Massu
• Dan Conlan (Warm Colors Apiary) on queens, drones, Bee
• Queen-King, remix by EE Miller
• Reproductive Re-visions with Ryder and Xylor Jane
• Technopia (Samuael Topiary): interplanetary reproduction/splitting
• “Children of the Lost Criterion,” fiction by Miranda Mellis
• Loretta Ross, on Sister Song and reproductive justice
• Dorothy Roberts, Women’s International News Gathering Service
• Dara Greenwald, on being a sister donor of bone marrow

Colony Collapse Disorder shifted tone from moment to moment within each show. The

disembodied medium was broadcasting –fists full of seeds thrown to the wind for future

weeding—for active listening and new ideas.
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Future Models: In Time

Nat, I am wondering if you have your MFA thesis. I want to finally read it.42 When

I met you in 1991, you were in art school and if you’d asked me, I’d have expressed rare

certitude that I would never be.  Here’s my first multi-channel sound installation:

                    

Figure 13: In Time, Dec, 2007

I made In Time during my first semester and considered it a habitat for

conversation. I recorded sonic portraits of individuals counting their years alive. Aiming

to heighten perception of each particular voice, I did not want narrative to distract from

the attention to what Barthes called “the grain of the voice.” 43 Counting is both abstract

and richly loaded, a reference to age and aging, leaving room for other interpretations

and associations. Each of the five speakers rested on a bale of hay and held one voice at

a time. I composed a 10-minute loop that brought out various combinations of voices:

duets, trios, etc. The quality of each voice and the rhythm each created in counting

                                                  
42 Murrah’s thesis, which employed a newspaper structure with multiple articles and
authors, side by side, was written for a degree at SUNY-Syracuse.
43  Roland Barthes, "The Grain of the Voice."  Image - Music - Text.  Ed. and trans.
Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977), 179-189.
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distinguished them from one another. I meant for the piece to be a sonic interpretation of

a room full of two-dimensional portraits. I created a space for a moment of beautiful

simultaneity and co-existence. They are all here. It’s about to begin.

Nat, when you met me in 1991 I always had a letter in my pocket. You and I tend

to send each other archival materials, old letters never sent, equipment no longer used.

Send me that paper. Tell me what you doing with your archive of video and sound

recordings? What format are they in?

XOEE

Natalie Murrah has worked as a video editor, a community media educator, a line cook,
and most recently as Director of a no kill animal shelter in Brunswick, Georgia.
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  EE: What’s the best way to check someone out?
Jean Smith: …playing music ….because you can speak and listen at  the same time.44

4.2  Installing Conversation: Tuning In  2008-2009

Dear Instanbul,

I want to return to you for a lengthier visit with a project in hand.  I imagine a

deeper dialogue through composing together, across language and culture. Here is the

project I have in mind:

Tuning In is a roaming, site-specific collaborative project from EE
Miller and Stephanie Loveless. It is in two parts:

1. a participatory performance space
2. a looped multi-channel sound installation

Process
• We create a playlist reflecting the humans at the location
• We set up a “freeform karaoke” booth
• Participants listen to the music with headphones and simultaneously
interact with it vocally, into the microphone, without using words.
• We mix the generated data with the responses of other participants,
creating multi-voiced compositions. The original song selections are
removed, but continue to structure the piece.
• We return the songs to the location.

Stephanie Loveless and I created Tuning In for Interrupt! Intervene! Rethinking

Art as Social Practice, a conference held in May of 2008 at UC Santa Cruz. We have

created the piece in three locations to date. The idea of the piece is to facilitate art-

generating cultural exchanges between multiple humans at a given location. Sonic

compositions are created through multiple performances in a free-form karaoke booth.

The first exchange is collecting music from the humans on site. Individual playlists are

often idiosyncratic possessions in mass-produced packages. We see strangers in public

spaces all the time enveloped in sounds we can’t hear. We ask participants to give us a

copy of a sound file that they are currently into. This is how we create the playlist for the

karaoke booth.

                                                  
44 From a radio interview with Mecca Normal for You’re Here, WXOJ-LP, 2006.
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Figure 14: Tuning In Playlist

The karaoke booth provides an outlet for unique exchanges, an opportunity for

listening and expressive jamming. Karaoke is commonly associated with both intense

fun and embarrassment. We remove two potential obstacles from the experience:

• the necessity of knowing the songs on the play list45

• the public performance.

                                             Figure 15: Tuning In: Rethinking Art

Participants are encouraged to respond, key to the most brilliant karaoke

performances. 1 We ask for word-free responses so that the compositions highlight voice

over narrative. The final compositions are created by combining recordings for each

song on the playlist and removing the original song (which lingers as an invisible

structure). We install the compositions on site so that people can find the piece for which

they performed and hear responses to the music they contributed. For example, in two

outdoor installations, the speakers hung from a cluster of trees and the spacing of the

trees allowed for passersby to hear each song-composition individually as a collective

cacophony.

                                                  
45 This was especially important at an international conference.
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Please find photos and sonic compositions enclosed.

Sincerely

EE Miller

               

Figure 16: Tuning In : Denniston Hill  and UC Santa Cruz, 2008

                  

                                        Figure 17: Tuning In: West Hall, RPI, 2008
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5. Interdisciplinary Curation

10.11.2009

To Whom it May Concern:

I am seeking opportunities to curate interdisciplinary, cross-genre freeform

programming.46 I produce around an idea that gathers seemingly strange bedfellows,

stimulating curiosity, active spectatorship, and spaces for new ideas. I often curate

around a theme, for example, death and dying or representations of collective action.

These programs put documentary, speculative, experimental and linear narratives in

conversation with one another. I have also presented programs of video that share a

formal characteristic, for example, the absence of talking heads or sync sound.

 A typical line-up in one of my programs includes a range of artists; something

old/archival; something made for or as something other than art; a prolific under-known

artist; and a young artist who has never had the opportunity to screen their work in the

large. I love the challenge of cohering programs that are as speckled as I like them to be.

I enjoy working out the order and adjusting to the changing needs that sometimes

emerge.

Death Jewel Film and Video, a program that screened at Anthology Film

Archives in April 2009, grew out of a radio series with a curatorial dimension (see

Appendix B). Death Jewel Radio instigated artful exchanges about death and utopia.

Each week I invited a guest to present a selection of stories and sounds responding to the

following requests:

Bring sounds for:
your funeral –if it were today, what would you play?
your utopia: consider the sonic dimensions of your utopia
your dead: dedications, tributes, sounds they created or loved

Bring:
stories about death in your life -- real or imaginary
text about death to read

Questions
How might you design your own funeral/ memorial?

                                                  
46 Inspired by radio movement against genre-based programming : WFMU Radio.
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What do you want to happen to your body when you die?
How has death affected your life or your living?
Describe a death you have experienced.
What is Utopia to you?
Do you have a vision of it?
What music / sounds will play in your utopia?

A variety of local of artists appeared on Death Jewel Radio including Pauline Oliveros,

Margit Galanter, Igor Vamos, Rob Ray, Nao Bustamante, and Todd Chandler. Each

show was radically different from the last in content and form, according to the

intentions of each guest and our live collaboration on air.  Some artists worked the entire

show out before hand, and for them I mostly worked the board. Others met with me

several times to develop the show in conversation, on and off air. 47

In July 2009, I presented a video shorts program at Canada Gallery in New York

City entitled “TITS,” which featured an interplay between body-driven and absolutely

disembodied videos. CANADA invited me to curate as part of a series of artist-curated

screenings many of which contained works by the presenters. I created a program that

explores some questions that are foundational to my own video practice. TITS

considered the impact of bodies as both presence and absence. The videos featured in

TIT's fell into two categories: documents of public and private body-driven

performances which exclude spoken word: Lenka Chudlová, Torsten Zenas Burns, Nao

Bustamante, Kenyatta Forbes, Dara Greenwald, Jennifer Locke and Lilly McElroy; and

videos suggesting or speaking for an absent or muted body: Paula Cronan, Diane

Bonder, Kenyatta Forbes, Aimee Worms Hirshberg, kara lynch and Paolo Pedercini. I

had recently seen and loved Lenka Chudlová's "as fast and for as long as possible" an

endurance performance in which the artist galloped through city streets at night on “four

legs.” I started with that and worked out an interplay between the body-driven and

disembodied works. The program includes a machinima created using America's Army,

the recruiting game produced by the Department of Defense, a naked zombie

performance from the halls of the World Trade Center's 91st floor, a feminist response to

                                                  
47 All the shows are available at www. archive.org.
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Bruce Nauman bouncing, an episode from kara lynch's48 speculative retrofuture project,

and a classic performance from Nao Bustamante, captured with a night visioned camera.

With these choices, I invited viewers to experience and consider the impact of bodies

without voice, and voices without a body. This experience of absence of body and

language is one I continue to exploit and investigate in my own video series, Flights of

Fancy.

In November, 2009, I will present Facilitate This as part of MIX-NYC. The

program creates a context and frame for the premiere of CASH FREE, my recent

video/zine project. Cash Free is a cross-genre video that was created with a multi-

disciplinary screening event in mind. Facilitate This considers representations of

meetings by or of queers with four short films, a montage of collected clips from

features, and performances by Ginger Brooks Takahashi, kara lynch, and Sarah

Schulman.49

Interdisciplinary events characterize my other curatorial projects including three

series of radio shows, a CD of sound arts for Pocket Myths, and, most recently, a

happening at the Denniston Hill Foundation. I continue to curate independently while

seeking dynamic, remunerated curatorial positions. I look forward to speaking with you

soon about upcoming opportunities.

Sincerely,

EE Miller

To Whom it May Concern will pay me well to curate how I like.

                                                  
48 artist uses lower case.
49 The program includes filmmakers Bill Basquin, Julie Gustafson, and Lovewars.
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5.1  As Art

I define my aesthetic in conversation with the works of others.

I collaborate with other artists, moving with them in a direction or context we might not

have considered or experienced.

I support and build spaces for exchange and collaboration, opportunities for voices and

perspectives that nourish and challenge me.

I experiment with antidotes: necessary, oppositional, undervalued, feminist, strange

and queer.

Figure 18: Barbara Hadden's Fire
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8 november, 1968
Lygia, my Dear
[…]
This business of participation is really terrible since it is what is
actually inconceivable that manifests itself in each person, at each
moment, as if taking possession: like you, I also felt this necessity of
killing the spectator or participator, which is a good thing since it
creates an interior dynamic with regard to the relation.

14 November 1968
Dear Hélio
[…]
true participation is open and we will never be able to know what we
give to the spectator-author. It is precisely because of this that I speak
of a well, from inside which a sound may be taken, not by you  but by
the other, in the sense that he throws his own stone… And the more
diverse the lived experiences are, the more open is the proposition
and it is therefore more important. 50

5.2   Habitatings 09 20 09

Figure 19: Habitatings Program51

This rural happening is a multidisciplinary experiment
in honor and fulfillment of my impending MFA in electronic arts.
Please come celebrate with me by participating in this turning to
5770. Habitatings refers to simultaneous nestings, inter-activating
lives and projects. I invite you, inspiring artists and life-ists, to join
me in a lush pastoral environment for an afternoon of rise and romp.

                                                  
50 Correspondence between Hélio Oiticaca and Lygia Clark, from Claire Bishop, Ed.,
PARTICIPATION (London: White Chapel, 2006), p. 113
51 photo taken by Suzanne Snider.
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1 OPEN HOUSE
EE Miller’s video and sound work installed onsite

3 HABITATINGS—multiple collective creation experiments
6 SUPPER 52

Figure 20: Linda M. Montano at Habitatings.

12.01.2009

Dear Linda Montano,

A highlight of the past two years has been meeting you, experiencing your works

and ideas, and discussing with you our shared interest in death studies.53 I was honored

by your presence at Habitatings and thrilled by your exuberant participation. That is why

this letter is to you.

I presented Habitatings as my thesis event. Though I installed onsite much of the

work I have produced over the past two years, I intended for Habitatings to stand on its

own as the required “significant artistic project presented and documented using

appropriate media.”54 I chose to culminate the last two years of art making, the video,

radio, sound installation, with a curated event involving the installation of humans

creating together and individually, side by side: a day dedicated to the as-yet-unfulfilled

dreams of the CASH FREE collective.

My roles and intentions were multifaceted, as was the language I chose to define

and describe it to participants. It was an experiment, and my necessary leap of faith had

everything to do with my desire to celebrate and make space for the creative humans

                                                  
52 Dennistonhill.org (last accessed 12.05.2009)
53 Montano was not employed by RPI during this time in which she generously
participated and mentored several students.
54 RPI Electronic Arts Graduate Manual
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who participated. The humans I invited inspire and sustain me. I was interested in our

making a variety of habitats together that blurred the boundaries between art and life,

maintenance and development.

Figure 21: Xylor Jane’s DH Care

Notes on my language

I claimed and aimed for “happening” status despite a few warnings against it. I

did this because Allan Kaprow’s retrospective articulations of what happenings should

be closely fit into, and ultimately influenced, what I wanted to achieve.55 I did this

because it seemed contrary to the spirit of happenings for them to belong to particular

people in the past, and finally because part of the less visible legacy I was pointing to is

the feminist engagement of many of these principles.56 I privileged process-driven,

collaborative, queer and female-dominant exchanges in a domestic or non-institutional

sphere. I call it “Art.” And that is what is happening for me. In the invitation I presented

some rules of engagement:

• audience-free: full, open, and varied participation
• transparency: the instructions and intentions of each activity will
be communicated — surprises will unfold for everyone.
• make it for you

     
 Figure 22: Naima Lowe's RS  “Til You Die” Sara Jaffe's Write a Song in 15 Minutes

                                                  
55 Alan Kaprow, Essays for the Blurring of Art and Life (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1993).
56 Suzanne Lacey, Aviva Rahmani, Faith Wilding, see Jeff Kelley, Childsplay the art of
Allan Kaprow (Berkeley: UC Press, 2007).
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Just before you arrived, in my introduction at the event, I read the following from

Kaprow’s “The Happenings are Dead: Long Live the Happenings!” The changes in red

are mine:

1. The line between the happening and daily life should be kept
as fluid and perhaps as indistinct as possible.

2. Themes, materials, actions and the associations they evoke are
to be gotten from anywhere everywhere and especially except
from outside of the arts, their derivative, and their milieu.

3. The happening should be dispersed over several widely
spaced, sometimes moving and changing locales.

4. Time, closely bound up with things and spaces, should be
variable and independent of the convention of continuity.

5. The composition of all materials, actions, images, and their
times and spaces should be undertaken in as artless, and again
practical way as possible.

6. Happenings should be unrehearsed and performed by
nonprofessionals everyone present, once only.57

The two changes I made to Kaprow’s principals were removing his overt institutional

critiques, which were made from a very different time and position in the art world. If I

was having my event at an art gallery, it might be meaningful to exclude professional

artists and art-world tropes, but these directives offered little meaning for Habitatings.

Habitators represented both professionals and nonprofessionals and many interests

outside of art institutions. This was not an event about reforming art institutions. For me,

the day’s activities spoke to the value of art in nourishing life, aliveness, and human

connection.

                                                                Figure 23: Naima Lowe’s Richard Simmons 'Til You Die'
                                                  
57 Alan Kaprow, Essays on the Blurring of Art and Life (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1993), pp. 59-65.
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    Figure 24: Andrea Lawlor's Project Fairy House
The Invitation

1. CONSIDER the following concepts:
Resting Places
Collective Reproductions
Funeral Arts

2. IMAGINE
an activity that responds in some way to one or more of these ideas
and that engages participation from other humans present.

3a SEND ME
Instructions for participants that can fit onto a single 3-5 note card

and/or

3b TALK TO ME
brainstorm, resist, negotiate, collaborate

Please keep in mind that your idea / instructions can be as simple,
clear, dada, confusing, complicated as you desire.
I would like for this generous contribution from you to serve your
practice in some way.58

Habitatings is a part of my ongoing investigation of art-based practices for

human interactivity in life. A utopic vision: multiple live-action humans coexisting

creatively, working together and also individually, side by side. I am interested in how

calling this social sculpture, happening, or installation might affect the energy or results.

Social sculpture and happenings worry the boundaries between art and life in

significantly different ways. I am drawn to many of the aesthetic principles of

                                                  
58 EE Miller’s Call, excerpt, http://habitatings.wordpress.com/ (last accessed 11/11/09)
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happenings, ephemeral bursts of transparent yet unpredictable simultaneity. The

commitment to full participation in a collective action is bolstered by the temporality. It

begins with concrete instructions, the best of which are open to interpretation, and it

ends. It’s a quick and vigorous exchange. Social sculpture, as conceptualized by Joseph

Beuys, has neither the boundaries nor the luxury of a playful position outside of the

political. Life is a collaborative art project with each individual sharing responsibility for

imaginative contributions. Habitatings, as a social sculpture, models and practices a

vision of the world. Ultimately, values and process are privileged over traditional

aesthetics.59

60                  61

                  Figure 25: Performance Prescriptions and Aunties      

On Cura-llaborating

Full participation entails both an aggressive form of curation and some

relinquishing of aesthetic control. It means entering into multiple dialogues,

negotiations, and collaborations, a process that required a lot of time in the leading up to

the event. Some of the habitators brought existing projects that made use of the other

humans present. Stephanie Loveless’ Performance Prescriptions was adapted in

conversation with me to optimize the experiences of it within the limitations of time.

Kay Turner and Ella Gantz set up their unmarried aunt oral history project, and Naima
                                                  
59 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (Dijon-Quetigny: Les Presses du reel, 1998) and
Grant H. Kester, Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004) both make cases for a relational and
social aesthetics.
60 Stephanie Loveless’ Performance Precriptions
61 Kay Turner’s and Ella Gantz’s Aunties
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Lowe’s ongoing Richard Simmons ‘til You Die was recreated outside, just after its public

space premiere in a large theatre space in Philadelphia.

Cura-llaborating is an aggressive and laborious form I prepared myself for

negotiations with many habitators, who were predictably resistant to composing group

activities, by coming up with ideas that might serve individual projects.  I loved the

conversations and brainstorming that resulted from its demands. For example, I had the

following exchange with Martha Oatis:

MO:
it’s really interesting to think about making a space in which no one is
just a spectator. it makes the art have to change, i think, or just the
thinking around the art. i realize how trained i am to expect
spectatorship, even though its something i rarely invite (which is why
i am a poet; there are fewer requirements for performance within the
genre) i want to give something to others though. so the notion of
adornment to me is an interesting mode of communication and inter-
activity (my instinct was to say interference). but i want to think a lot
about making it something truly welcoming and honest -- not
something that would become artificial, like a "made-up" ceremony.
i'm interested in the ethereal and the non-real real that is possible in
performance, but this gathering you are making asks for something
real. it’s a loaded word, but i guess it means here is something where i
will be myself not pretending or acting but opening a space for a
simultaneous transference of space and mind.

EE:
this can be approached as an offering to participants. it can also be
approached as giving you an opportunity to create, hear, see
something that you would not be able to experience or create by
yourself what use for yourself and your practice might you make of
the many bodies available to you? There is the process of imagining
and designing possible experiences and maybe products of some sort,
there is the translation of the idea into directives/invitations, then
there is the letting go of attachment to results and enjoying various
interpretations, unexpected experiences, results, "failures" even
The only “realness” that concerns me is a passionate connection to the
activity you create—connection can be expressed or realized through
a performance of a character that is not at all you. That said, I
appreciate your concerns about a "made-up" ceremony and this
reminds me of the brilliance of performance scores that leave a lot of
room for a variety of experiences and interpretations, the fluxus-style
events that defamiliarize the mundane or everyday activities the
emphasize the sensory, inviting people to touch, smell, taste, pay
more attention…
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Figure 26: Martha Oatis' Talisman

Martha was one of many who in their activities offered tools from their own

life/art practices. Andrea Lawlor, who writes and teaches, inspired anonymous fairy

house construction, Rebecca Yaffee, a woodworker and death midwife, created a space

for singing, and Xylor Jane rallied labor for our host’s property maintenance. Renee

Gladman’s Club Studio, an activity that tragically happened after most habitators had

gone, re-framed an excellent recipe for an instant dance party as a participatory

performance.

Figure 27: Nao Bustamante

As it unfolded, the event required fruitful spontaneous shifts and several losses.

One unexpected jewel of the evening was Nao Bustamante’s letter-writing services. She

sat by the fire with a head-lamp channeling letters upon request, from fathers, mentors

and future loves while the group lingered in Revan Schendler’s epistolary research. The

program and the blog were crucial elements and for me because they presented and
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distributed instructions for activities as conceptual pieces in conversation with each

other.

Figure 28: Branda Miller cutting for burning

Performance, Spontaneity, and Structure

The paradox of organizing a fully participatory event with thirty people is the

tension between spontaneity and structure. I needed to design and prepare the logistics of

the flow between multiple activities and perform planned and spontaneous gestures as it

was happeningI identified the tool I would use to direct the changes in activities while

encouraging habitators to steal this instrument of control. This tactic was an attempt to

give each of you permission to express your own desires or disagreements with my

choices. I had hoped that I would find a way to create transition and flow without feeling

like a tour guide. I underestimated the performative skills this would require. I need to

work on my performance or work with a trickster MC. This MC would have more

effectively encouraged a spirit of anarchy and invisibly delivered an imaginative flow

from activity to activity.

Figure 29: Habitatings intro
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The blog and program of the contributed instructions were created and

distributed to exist as conceptual pieces with potential futures. The blog holds extensive

documentation and will include responses as they come.62 Some of the magic of the

event was achieved through its temporality. The happening was a significant

commitment, requiring travel, authorship, and participation for one day, not be repeated.

One the other hand, as a social sculpture, Habitatings continues on, as we create and

expand moments and spaces that support our individual visions and collective ecologies.

Figure 30: Rebecca Yaffee's Home Songs

Excited to reconnect sometime and place soon, near, and far-out.

Gratefully yours,

EE Miller                                                  63

Figure 31: Marget Long's Borscht Belt Boulevard

                                                  
62 www.habitatings.wordpress.com (last accessed 12/08/2009)
63 Images of Habitatings were captured by Nao Bustamante, Andrea Lawlor,  Gretchen
Hildebran, Victoria Kereszi, and Branda Miller.
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6. Conclusion

6.1  Future Development: A Novel Installation

Dear Yaddo Corporation, 64

Janet Frame wrote her exquisite visionary novel, Daughter Buffalo (1972)65

during several residencies in your care. You fed her, provided board, and company that

led to what she later described as the “chief experience of my life.” Daughter Buffalo,

Frame’s only American novel, is a cross-cultural, intergenerational, gay love story about

death in contemporary US culture. Thirty-eight years later, I will come to Yaddo with

Death Jewel, an interdisciplinary adaptation of Janet Frame’s Daughter Buffalo.

This project will join other innovative cross-disciplinary translations of books

including Nayland Blake’s Suites, re-contextualizing installations in conversation with

specific texts; kara lynch’s Invisible, reimagining Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man in a

“retrofuture” series of installations; Paul Lindale’s video poems inspired by Sara

Teasdale’s poems; and Andrea Lawlor’s Pocket Myths, instigating re-imagined classical

myths in word, works on paper, video and sound arts. Like these works, Death Jewel

speaks to the book’s continued relevance and value. Death Jewel is unique in its return

to the site of the text’s creation.

 I will spend my time at Yaddo researching and designing the sonic and visual

elements for this project. I will make use of the Yaddo Archives, examining materials

relevant to Frame’s time in residence. Yaddo is crucial to this project as it was to Janet

Frame in the writing. Daughter Buffalo’s relevance today has everything to do with

contemporary relationships to death and sustainability. Death Jewel offers Yaddo the

opportunity to contribute to Daughter Buffalo’s continued presence and future

manifestations.

Best,

EE Miller

                                                  
64 Yaddo is an artists' community located on a 400-acre estate in Saratoga Springs, New
York. Its mission is to nurture the creative process by providing an opportunity for
artists to work without interruption in a supportive environment.64

65Janet Frame,  (New York: George Braziller, 1972)
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6.2  Maintenance Manifesto for Future Collaboration

Dear Xylor Jane:

In Mierle Laderman Ukeles’ Manifesto from the year of my birth, there are two

extremely gendered systems distinguished: maintenance and development. (The

individual genius art star…the removal of his waste.) When I talk about maintenance, I

refer to her ideas:

 keep the dust off the pure individual
         creation; preserve the new; sustain the change;
    protect progress; defend and prolong the advance;
         renew the excitement; repeat the flight;66

It was an audacious move 40 years ago to display maintenance and to proclaim its

essential value. In a fury, Ukeles put her practice as wife and mother on display. What

happened after that necessary institutional critique is even more exciting: garbage trucks

and barges dancing in public spaces… undervalued labors made visible…landfills

becoming green public spaces…artists at the dump…

The spaces that I dream of occupying and transforming are in the realm of

maintenance. It is not about rejecting or expanding the art world. I enjoy the white cube

where your paintings dazzle and Death Jewel sparkles. And I do believe that there is

more value in bringing art into life than life into Chelsea. I am talking about innovative

visions for the spaces we occupy in sustaining ourselves: the homes, the jobs, where and

how we die, public spaces and transportation systems. I am interested in wages for

housework and alternative forms of reproduction.

I hereby proclaim my desire to continue to approach maintenance --mutual

individual, and extending beyond us-- as art. Feeding a dynamic relationship between

living and working is my vision. “Dynamic” is related to processes that are often behind

the scenes. Artful loving. Artful co-habitation. It’s about mutuality, exchange, and

ethics, lessoning the harm and maximizing the strange and unpredictable moments of

attention. HOT (never forgetting that we started outside, in the park). Don’t stop.

                                                  
66 http://www.feldmangallery.com/media/pdfs/Ukeles_MANIFESTO.pdf (last accessed
11/11/09)
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This is the section that is traditionally called something like F U T U R E

PROJECTS/DIRECTIONS: And to you, my love, I propose multiple collaborations

for this imperfect transitional now. After thirteen years of slow falling, adventures, and

transformation, there is our shared domicile where we are both making art and

maintaining ourselves and our creatures. This now is about expanding maintenance,

R&D towards the communal rest home / hospice of our intersecting dreams. Plural.

In the meantime I propose the following collaborations:

1. more bee keeping  (intruding observation when they can benefit too)

2. bike ride drawing contest   (X:L, E:R)

3. pickles, hot sauce, apple sauce, whole animals

4. days of silence (learning to purrrr)

5. finding the spot and sharing it with many

6. gay teen?

7. more dancing

8. more surprises unfolding deeper loves

9. ?

10. leaving this dream collaboration behind for others who will want it

11. cat sculpture video

There is a tired, fucked-up, script that is constantly re-seeding in our brains and we need

regular nourishment to come up with our own, ever shifting momentum. I’m back for

another round.

EE Miller

Xylor Jane is a painter born on the shortest day of 1963. She is
represented by Canada, New York, NY. www.canadanewyork.com.
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Appendix A: CASH FREE Transcript

CURLY
    It’s like a dream… like one person had one dream and everyone is stuck in
that dream. And, I don’t want to be in that dream anymore. It’s possible to have a
lot of different other kinds of dreams, to be hopefully not stuck in….But then I
heard about this idea, and it just got me thinking about where I really want to
live… which is…a space. Not a space in the sense of a studio or artist’s space,
although I need to live in some kind of dwelling.

JUANITA
My partner was born in Arkansas. Once when he was nine years old they were
on a plantation and he was handling a mule. The mule was just dragging him
around. And he was crying, and some man came by and said,  “let loose the line,
fool!”  (laughter)

“Juanita Nelson: Tax Refuser, Land Trust Advocate, Homesteader.”

We’d been living in Philadelphia in this sort of progressive community but it got
to be kind of stultifying, as far as I was concerned. That was during Vietnam
War, and even though we were tax refusing and we were working with the grape
workers, our lives were still so much bound up in things as they are that I wanted
to take another step. It was hard for [my partner, Wally] at first to accept this.

DEAN
It’s interesting for me to think about living in a rural place again after having
escaped to the city. That was very important to me as a young person.

“Dean Spade: Trans Activist, Poverty Law Professor, Wild Fermenter”

[subway shoots by]

JUANITA
When you make a decision yourself it’s completely different from being thrust
into something…So, I think we can make decisions ….for ourselves.

 TITLE : “CASH FREE”

[“The Collective” is seen drawing circles]

CURLY
The whole project was a mirror. It was a mirror of my dreams and the limitations
of my dreams
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FERDIE
I’m so excited about our meeting!  And I’ve talked to several of you and --it
seems like a lot of us are feeling this way—I’m just feeling really ready. My
feeling is we haven’t been thinking big enough. We need to think big. We don’t
need seed money or some small trickle of money coming in. We need a large
amount of cash. In one sum, that we would be able to use to buy a parcel of land
and own it outright.  How can we do this?

JUANITA
How much could any of us produce all by ourselves?

DEAN
One of the things I wonder about is expropriation: what can we steal to
redistribute? How can we distribute by creative means? And how can we take
those accumulated lumps and get pieces out of them and put them in places
where they actually should be? Certainly things like all the day-to-day things we
do: sharing money, our own personal money, with anyone we can or not
supporting the piles growing for certain corporations or whatever it is we are not
buying…But also what can we do about those initial accumulations that came
out of enslavement, exploitation and land theft?

CURLY
I felt erosion happening in the meeting where I would give my ideas and it was
like this climate of disbelief sometimes that I felt.  I thought what I was
proposing was perfectly in line with what I thought was gonna maybe just come
through and blossom…But then when I would speak, it was like “NO!” So I left
the group and I was doing some of my own, uh, utopia stuff …just on my own.

 JUANITA
Wally and I made our living from farming--well, homesteading we never made
more than 6500 a year and I wrote this essay thinking how much are these beans
worth?  Say I’m charging 60 cents a pound for my beans and someone over there
is charging $1.10 and I say that person is really overdoing it and someone on the
other side is charging 20 cents and I’m saying “that person will bring the price
down.” And what I’m remembering is the person who is charging $1.10 may
need that money, may have a big family and the other person may not need it at
all, may be doing it as a hobby. It also makes you realize…  what do we have to
have?

FERDIE
It seems like there’s a lot of energy and a lot of creativity but what we lack is a
lightening rod. We don’t exactly have our plan and we haven’t been able to
consense on any of the proposals that have come up so far. I just want to review
the recent props…there’s obviously the idea that we would incorporate as a non-
profit and that we would get grants to put a down payment on land. I think there
are some obvious problems with that, the main one being: how do we make the
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payments? Is that just going to embroil us all in more day jobs, which is exactly
what we are trying to avoid. Are we going to be stuck in this money economy
forever? Or, is there some way that we can pole vault ourselves out of it?

DEAN
I grew up very poor and I don’t have parents so its easy for me to say that people
should give away their inheritance and all that stuff because I don’t have any of
that and I don’t feel the pressures that people who have something and are trying
to protect it have but I teach law students and I just got a job that’s gonna pay
$120,000 year! My mom made $18,000 and supported 4 people. And she had a
job. My feeling is to give away all that money away and to invest, right now, in
other people’s well being rather than to save that money for myself for some
other day.

 JUANITA
 I personally feel that land should not be owned. Because we didn’t produce it
and everyone has to have land --- for their two feet. But if you do get land, put it
in trust. Who knows what’s gonna happen a hundred years from now? You can’t
predict that, but you do what you believe in today. That’s the best you can do.

DEAN
I don’t think I‘m going to buy any land or any real estate. Because let’s say I
start making all that money: I could either give that money away right now to
people who need it now, or I could put it away make a pile of it and buy land or a
house and I just cant justify that.

JUANITA
I understand that, but there is that tension for me between trying to build long
range things and just sort of putting a band-aid on something.

DEAN
Yeah.

JUANITA
You are trying to build a society that makes more sense.

DEAN
Right.

[COLLECTIVE SQUINCHY FACE EXERCISE]

CURLY
Before, I kind of had a back door…I was bringing ideas, but part of me was like,
“this is never gonna to happen.” I mean, part of me was like, “this is gonna to
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happen, and if it happens, I’ll be part of it. And part of me was like, “if it doesn’t
happen, I won’t be part of it.”

[THE RYDERS playing accordion]

 FERDIE
There’s the idea that we would have goats, and we would be able to sell goat
milk. I think, again, there’s a lot of beauty in that idea. Whether it would be able
to give us the amount we need, is a huge question mark.

[SEVEN painting]

FERDIE
Then there’s the green burial idea, which, as much as some love it, was totally
unacceptable to a couple of people.

[ARROW raking blueberries]

DEAN
So, one of the things I’ve been trying to think about with other people my age is
how to talk together about the emotional pressures of capitalism, and the reasons
people make really, I think, bad decisions out of fear that’s generated in this kind
of environment. And how we can support each other to make decisions that feel
more close to how we want the world to be.

JUANITA
I haven’t paid taxes since 1948. And I’ve lived. I’m going to be 85 in August
(2008). So, you can live! We are so used to this thing: we gotta have a nest egg,
we gotta do this, we gotta do that… I think people are my nest egg.

FERDIE
Actually, to me this is one of the ideas with the most potential: there was the idea
of just finding an eccentric and very wealthy individual, who would give us
either money or land.

[BEE in the woods visiting an unmarked grave]

FERDIE
So I want to return, um, my proposal really builds on two of the ideas that I’ve
just mentioned. Basically, my proposal is that we secure a grant … for some
substantial but limited amount of money that could enable one or 2 members of
collective to acquire the – I guess I’ll use theatrical terms-- costumes and props,
that, would enable those members to basically, impersonate incredibly affluent
people.
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CURLY
I really want to come back. I’m really on board, I’m ready to take this on and
make it my main project. I’m doing a chart, a diagram of the proposal. I’m not
sure how it will work but we’ll have a different kind of currency.

JUANITA
If all the money in the world would disappear tomorrow, there would be neither
more nor less in the world than there is today. Money is supposed to be just a
way of doing business. It isn’t anything in itself. It doesn’t dig holes. It doesn’t
grow the food. It doesn’t do anything. And so, I have long wanted to squat on
land. But I think you’d have to have so many people because you’d be hauled
off…

DEAN
What you would need to do that is a kind of organizing and a kind of really being
in community and in cahoots with a much larger group of people that are
identifying a shared problem. And that has so much more political potential and
is such a more interesting project even if it were to fail.

[COLLECTIVE plays music together]

CURLY
Because I think that when I left I said, “I never want to talk to you people again.”
I need to come with something… So I heard about the proposal, and I made these
charts that would describe this infiltration… and I’m gonna get back in touch
with people and show them the diagrams… I have also made up some blueprints
of what I imagine to be these elite universes…

[FERDIE is standing outside by a canal watching the water rush by]

END.
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Appendix B: Death Jewel Film and Video
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Appendix C: Habitatings Program
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Appendix D: Habitatings: Excerpts for Jean Smith’s Dying Alone…

The following text was chanted, jamming with Jean Smith’s video instrumental.

I'd like to levitate horizontally and invisibly in this world, mostly missing people but

sometimes bonking them in the head with my body and bare feet. 

I want to be wrapped in an ivory-colored organic (soft) cotton sheet, with herbs like

lavender and thyme tucked among my limbs, and dabs of pure sandalwood oil in my arm

pits. Then I would like to be placed in the ground. But, not in a plot!

a plot awaits me and my daughter,

i asked, when they bury me, could they leave the bottom off it?

I will inherit multiple plots, purchased by my great grand parents, and rejected by all

subsequent generations.

It would be nice to set things up so that my loved ones don’t have to shop or experience

financial hardship to carry out my wishes. I hope that there is a green burial place near

where I die and that it can be paid for without hardship or debt.

what i imagine is my body being washed and dressed by a few people who love me. and

then i would like to be buried in a peaceful place.  in the ground. surrounded by some
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wild and in the earth. and people can say some of their goodbyes to me by being here in

this place.

When I die I'd like to be put in a simple wood box with no embalming or cremation.

I don't like to think about it. 

i used to have the idea of a funeral pyre. tho fire scares me now.

i currently have no official plans documented ... but i don't want my whole body in the

earth so, cremation -- or as they still do in my grandparents' village, Napi - in Lesbos

Greece, i could consider being interred for the 40 day mourning period, then dug up, my

bones cleaned and placed in the ossuary -- which is really just a small drawer behind a

door in part of the small church in the village right by the cemetery.

whatever my loved ones think is nice is fine with me.

i'd like as much as possible to be used for science (or art)--organs, bones, hair--the

remains of the body to be wrapped in a soft, hand-woven blanket and, depending on the

place of death and time of year

buried at sea

or near my mother's pond or in EE's or my own garden with a fruit tree planted on top

or burned on a bonfire outside.

i do not want it to be closed in a box, or covered in clothes and viewed, or refrigerated

or frozen prior to its burial.

My body will be sent to ALBANY MEDICAL CENTER for study by the medical students.

After the medical students have studied from the body, it will be cremated and the ashes

sent back to the family and they will be buried on my parents' grave
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do not remove my clothes (unless they are grossly soiled with blood or shit)

do not wash my body (unless it's a foul mess) take off my shoes, leave my socks on. rub

my feet a little. wipe my hands and face with something nice like rosewater. rebraid my

hair. leave my jewelry on. remove my watch from my wrist if it is still running. do not

empty my pockets, you may add something.

put little mirrors over my closed eyes. write the julian day in my left palm and my time of

death in my right palm, place them over my solar plexus knuckles touching not folded

together. stick my collection of cat whiskers inside my mouth. double wrap me tightly in

something warm and bright. pin the note to the front, point my head north.

bury me naked  wrapped in a blanket in a pine wood box in the ground  in the woods by

a tree near a stream.

I wish, if possible, to be laid out in Brooklyn—at home or at Senko Funeral Home in

Williamsburg—BUT I want to be laid out for 24 hrs with arms stretched OUT, legs

spread, chin up—I hope to fly to my next version—I prefer shrouding—no casket but a

handsome pine box inscribed in crayon with signatures and messages of all my loved

ones. I will be preparing a specific sound track for this 24 hr period including Madonna

“Erotica” and “ The Old Rugged Cross”—

plan to let it go. what the fire doesn't take goes to the sea, wind and soil.

These instructions would be useful for my friends, but is directed at those who have a

harder time knowing me and might need a few more things spelled out.


